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Meet our Trustees

Jo Wymer

Stuart Carson

Angie Farleigh

Tom Wymer

Mary Kennedy

James Patrick

Rachel Cook

Teignbridge Citizens Advice Bureau is a local charity (No 900012) and company registered by
guarantee (No 2373461). The board of trustees is elected by the company Members (see below)
at the Annual General Meeting and is collectively responsible for the governance of the bureau.
The main responsibilities of the board can be summarised as:
holding staff to account and being ultimately responsible for the activities of the bureau
providing leadership to all in the bureau
developing policy
strategic management.
The bureau Members meet three times per year and are representatives of local organisations,
funders and service users. Members help the bureau to develop strategy and scrutinise bureau
services on behalf of our clients. If you would like to become a Member of Teignbridge CAB
please write to: Chairman of the Trustee Board, 36-38 Market Walk, Newton Abbot, TQ12 2RX.
Each year the Trustee Board review and agree a three year development plan. This Annual
Report provides the Bureau with an opportunity to report on progress against that plan.
Day to day running of the bureau is the responsibility of the Bureau Manager and a small team of
paid staff who provide supervision, specialist services, training and support for a team of 70
volunteers.
Bureau volunteers deliver gateway assessments (triage), advice, reception and administration. A
volunteer representative has the right to attend trustee board meetings.
The Trustees would like to thank everyone who has donated to the charity during the year and our
funders, without whom the bureau would not exist:
Devon County Council

Lloyds TSB Foundation

Teignbridge District Council

BIG Lottery Fund

Parish and Town Councils

Action for Children

Energy Peoples Trust

Energy Best Deal
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Chair’s Report ..
Chair’s Annual Report
It has been my pleasure and privilege to chair the Trustee Board for a third year. The Board
has had a particularly busy year. We have met on nine occasions - for six Board meetings
and three Members’ meetings. In addition we have had two Board sub-committees, one
overseeing the premises strategy, including the move to Market Walk; and the other working
with Ken on restructuring our operational activities following the Citizens’ Advice Audit last
summer. The Board has, this year, introduced new reporting requirements and we now
have, at every meeting, detailed analysis of all the activities of the bureau.
I reported last year on the progress towards our long-awaited move from Bank Street to Market Walk.
We moved into the new premises in September, the refurbishing work having been completed to time
and on budget. The actual move was a team effort with many volunteers giving up their time to help with
the physical move from Bank Street, led and motivated by Ken Pickering, our manager who spent many
of his weekends working to ensure that the move went smoothly. The new premises have lived up to our
greatest expectations and provide an excellent environment for both volunteers and clients.
The restructuring of our operational activities have led to changes in how we organise our work and we
have welcomed a new senior team who are working hard with volunteers to ensure that the quality of
both our work and our training is of the highest level. We continue to attract high calibre volunteers and
anticipate that by the autumn of 2014 we will be up to a full complement, giving us the necessary staffing
to meet the needs of our growing clientele.
As I mentioned last year, we have established a Membership base comprising our funders, volunteers,
representatives of sister organisations and other local stake holders. In March we invited our Members
to a meeting at which we presented an update on our progress against the Business Plan. In June we
held our annual Social Policy event chaired by Anne-Marie Morris, the MP for Newton Abbot. The theme
of the meeting was the impact of Welfare Reform on people with disabilities and long-term health
conditions. We were fortunate to have Nick Rijke, Director of Policy and Research for the MS Society as
our key-note speaker who, together with two of our own case workers, was able to give valuable insights
on the impact of the changes on this client group. The meeting was well attended and lively, and we are
particularly grateful to Anne-Marie and her two researchers for their attendance and the interest they
show in our work.
CAB Devon, a consortium of the CABs funded by Devon County Council, is now well established under
the Chairmanship of David Incoll. The consortium’s overarching purpose is to provide the people of
Devon with the best service based on sharing best practice, common training and value for money while
still providing a service tailored to the needs of each locality. By working together, we are able to identify
and bid for larger national projects that would have been beyond the capacity of individual bureau. The
income from such projects is essential to our continued existence as it provides almost a third of our
annual revenue.
I would like to thank my fellow Trustees who give their time and support throughout the year. Earlier this
year, we bade farewell to Mary Kennedy. Mary has been a Trustee of Teignbridge CAB for many years
and her interest and contribution over those years have been valuable. We wish her well in the future
and I am delighted that she has agreed to become a Member. During this year Rachel Cook also stood
down. Rachel, gave us the benefit of her legal experience as well as her enthusiasm and commitment.
It has been a busy and an important year for Teignbridge CAB and the Board has been particularly
grateful for the excellent leadership provided by Ken Pickering our Manager. Ken’s leadership,
experience, wisdom and knowledge have been invaluable.
Finally, I would like to thank our dedicated staff, volunteers and Trustee Board members for their time,
dedication and enthusiasm that have enabled Teignbridge CAB to continue to be a leader in its field.
Jo Wymer
Chair
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Manager’s Report
2013-14 marked the turning point in our modernisation programme. The move to
new premises (see page 12) was the fulfilment of a decade’s ambition but more
importantly, it provided us with the ability to increase our advice provision to the
people of Teignbridge.
Increasing capacity at a time of stringent public sector cuts is no mean feat, but
we actually saw over 1,000 more clients during the year. We achieved this despite the massive
upheaval of moving premises, implementing a new case recording system and completely
restructuring our management team.
Having fully accessible premises at Market Walk and an office environment which is now all on
one level, enabled us to reach more people through our drop-in services but also to increase the
number of people helped via our Adviceline service by over 100%. The Trustees have to be
praised for their willingness to use a large proportion of our reserves in order to make this
happen - again not easy at a time when the future of funding for CAB is so uncertain.
Understanding risk and not losing sight of the reason why we exist is what makes a good
Trustee Board and there has never been a time when the reason we exist has been so stark.
Welfare reform, despite claims to the contrary, is having a devastating impact on some of the
most vulnerable people in our communities. Over 1 million people have now appealed against
their ESA assessments (60% of all assessments now end in an appeal). Disabled people
applying for the new Personal Independence Payments are having to wait over 9 months for a
decision (with no additional income for their needs during this period), the bedroom tax is
leading to increased debt and a housing shortage for those forced into smaller properties.
I have now been working in the advice sector for 25 years and throughout those years I have
never known a time when so many people, on a daily basis, are being referred to food banks.
Can it be right that sanctions imposed by the statutory sector result in more and more people
depending on charities to be able to survive? Likewise I have never known a time when so
many people are having to make a decision on whether to eat or keep warm.
5,522 clients helped over the year, 12,888 enquiries, 15,112 contacts with clients or third party
agencies are impressive figures but behind each of these statistics are personal stories about
individual needs and for each client seen by the CAB there are another 4-5 people who would
benefit from our help.
This is a massive challenge for the CAB service. None of it would happen without our dedicated
team of volunteers and paid staff. I would like to thank everyone in the bureau for their fantastic
work over the last twelve months - your work makes a real difference to so many people.
Ken Pickering
Manager
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Teignbridge CAB Volunteers
Did you know that it takes nearly six months before one of
our trainee advisers will actually sit down with a client and
conduct an interview? Did you know that they will then
continue their training for a further 6 months of continuous
assessment before they are signed off as adviser?
Did you also know that all of our trustees are volunteers.
They meet every six weeks to help keep the organisation
on track and scrutinise finances and strategic
development?
Did you know that everyone accessing the CAB service
either by phone or face to face will receive a Gateway
(triage) assessment and that all of these assessments are
done by volunteers with a minimum of 8-10 weeks
training?
Did you know that our reception and administration
volunteers also have to complete 4-5 weeks training and
that all our staff have to complete on-going training each year?
Being a CAB volunteer is not an easy option. In addition to all the training they have to be able to
use computers in a busy office environment. Given all this it is not surprising that many of our
volunteers use these skills to move into employment and further training. But it is not all hard
work. Volunteering has to be a two way process and we are keen to ensure that volunteering is
a valuable experience.
There is a social side to being a CAB volunteer. You get to meet a wide range of people from all
backgrounds, all ages and all different professions. It is this wealth of experience that makes the
bureau a great place to be. But most of all, the volunteers are there to help and it is this
commitment to others that has the greatest impression on anyone spending time in the bureau.
For many years our volunteers put up with appalling conditions at our Bank Street offices.
Ironically their working conditions would not have been tolerated in a paid working environment.
To their credit they did not complain. But we are really pleased to be able to now offer them a
modern working environment at Market Walk and we would like to thank everyone who helped us
to give them the working conditions that they deserve.
There is a basic fact that the more volunteers we have the more people we can help. So if you
are interested in being part of the CAB team, why not give us a call.
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Meet Our Clients
During the year the bureau helped 5,522 unique clients with 12,888 separate enquiry issues.
Client enquiries generated a total of 15,112 contacts either directly with the client or with third
party agencies.
The bureau continued to reach clients in greatest need. In general our client profile reflects the
ward profiles, with the majority of our clients coming from areas which have higher levels of
deprivation.
88% of our clients have
monthly incomes of less than
£1,500, with 23% of clients
having an income of less than
£400 per month.

< £400 pcm

£400 - £599 pcm
£600 - £999 pcm

More women (61%) than men
(39%) accessed the service.
Only 39% of our clients were
buying or owned their homes
outright. 8% of our clients
were aged under 24, with the
majority of our clients (72%)
aged 25-64. 20% of clients
were aged 65+.

£1,000 - £1,499 pcm

£1,500 - £1,999 pcm
£2,000 - £2,499 pcm

£2,500 - £2,999 pcm
> £3,000 pcm

Only 14% of clients were in full time work, a fall of 4% on 2012-13 and 9% on 2011-12. 48% of
clients (excluding those who have retired) were not in employment. 15% of clients were single
parents, a fall of 2% on the previous year. 46% were married, cohabiting or in civil partnership.
As the following pages will show, many of our clients are dependent on benefits to help them
maintain a basic standard of living (whether in work and claiming tax credits or claiming out of
work benefits).
Over the year we saw an increasing number of people with disabilities or long term health
conditions. ESA is now the highest area of enquiry for CABs at a national level. We expect this
trend to continue into 2014-15 because of the introduction of Personal Independence Payments
and the introduction of other benefit changes, including the “bedroom tax” and Council Tax
Support.
In 2012-14 we had financial help from the LloydsTSB Foundation to help people with disabilities
and long term health conditions. It is a great concern that apart from a grant of £1,500 from the
David Gibson Foundation, we will not have the resources to help with this work.
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How We Helped
In nearly every bureau in the country, the
main areas of enquiry fall into Debt, Benefits,
Housing and Employment. This also applies
to Teignbridge although there are some
important variances.

Benefits
Debt
Housing
Employment

44% of all enquiries relate to benefits. This is
higher than the national average of around
30%. This reflects our client profile (see
previous page). The number of debt enquiries,
17% (with total presenting debts of
£3,150,591) is much lower than the average of just over a third.

Relationship

Legal
Consumer
Other

46% of the housing enquiries related to homelessness or the threat of homelessness. This is a
significant rise on the previous year.
After a fall of 1% on employment cases in 2012-13, which we attributed to a lack of confidence in
the labour market, we saw the percentage of employment cases rise from 3.6 - 6% in the current
year. 62% of these enquiries in the last quarter of the year related to dismissal or redundancy.
It is important to note that, whilst nearly 76% of enquiries fell within these four main areas of
enquiry, the range of other issues, including relationships, consumer, utilities, health and finance
demonstrates the interlinked and holistic nature of the service offered by Teignbridge CAB. Too
often it would be easy to just deal with the client’s presenting issue only to find further down the
line that the relating problems have spiralled into crisis. The CAB’s commitment to providing an
holistic approach to the clients’ needs can have a major reduction on public expenditure in the
longer term.
The CAB service is very much a preventative service. The skill and knowledge of our volunteers
and supervisors enable us to go beyond the immediate issue and prevent the domino effect of
one problem leading to another. In client terms this can mean, for example, the prevention of
the breakup of the family, prevention of homelessness, the prevention of escalating health
problems and in turn the prevention of economic pressures on the public purse.
In the coming year, we will be putting significant resources, as part of the Advice Services
Transition Fund, into training people to be able to manage their personal finances either through
better budgeting or through ensuring the client is purchasing water, gas and electric at the
lowest tariffs. We will also be helping a range of organisations to be able to spot an advice need
and make early referrals or signpost to the most appropriate agencies.
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How We Helped
When a client visits one of our outlets they will receive advice and information to help resolve
their problem. We clearly want to know the value of that advice but how do you measure the
impact of the advice given to someone who is in dispute over a consumer problem, or the advice
given to someone in a violent relationship, or advice given to a tenant so that they can enforce
their housing rights?
Yet we know the impact of CAB advice can and does have a major impact on people’s lives
every day. The domino example on the previous page is far from being an exaggeration. A
client is dismissed from work (perhaps unfairly), they get into debt - the debt includes a
mortgage or secured loans, they become potentially homeless and not surprisingly, the events
which led to this situation begin to have a real impact on their health. Teignbridge CAB can help
with all of these stages and hopefully before a visit to a GP is required.
Although quantifying the outcomes (the actual difference that it makes to people’s lives) can be
difficult, for some clients we can put a monetary value on the assistance given.
The majority come through benefit applications or challenging a benefit decision. The table
below demonstrates the massive under claiming of benefit entitlement - something rarely
mentioned in the current welfare debate.
Type of Gain
Benefit - a new award or increase
Benefit - award or increase following revision or appeal
Benefit - Compensation / "ex-gratia" payment
Benefit - Money put back into payment
Benefit - overpayment reduced or not recovered
Benefit - social fund awarded

Amount
£1,040,668
£273,996
£1,000
£56,516
£469
£4,016

Financial help/energy efficiency measures
Better deal through switching supplier
Better deal with same supplier
Budgeting change
Insurance pay-out
Compensation or remedy agreed by settlement
Bankruptcy
Debt write off - other
DRO - debt relief order

£3,584
£306
£1,747
£130,790
£2,208
£2,800
£15,000
£28,740
£87,096

We also help with financial
capability issues, knowing how
to make better use of the
money you have through
budgeting, switching service
providers,
negotiating
insurance claims and
managing debts.

Finally there are those cases
where the client is facing real
hardship but there is no state
support or legal redress that
can help them. As well as
referring to the growing
number of food banks we can
sometimes make applications to charities or find other sources of financial help. These
additional amounts totalled £289,264. This figure combined with the above tables provide details
of the amount of confirmed financial gains for clients £1,938,200. For many clients we never
know the actual outcome of their case and it is reasonable to assume that the actual level of
financial gain is considerably higher.
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Projects
2013-14 saw the second and final year of the
Disability and Health project funded by the
Lloyds TSB Foundation. A grant of £20,000
enabled us to employ a casework supervisor two days per week to support a small team of
volunteers and to build their skills in supporting clients who are being affected by welfare reform.
The impact has been considerable. 61% of all enquiries in the second year related to
Employment and Support Allowance (ESA). This one change has had a dramatic affect on some
of the most vulnerable people in society. The majority of the £492,779 of financial gains for
clients was made up of appeals which were found in the clients favour - a trend replicated across
the country. With the majority of welfare reforms still to be fully implemented it is a priority for the
bureau that we find new funding to maintain support to this client group.
MS Advocacy Project
The bureau has been working with the MS Society for the past 7 years the
last two of which has been funded by the Big Lottery Fund. The project
helps people affected by MS with a range of issues which result from this
progressive illness. Help often includes benefit applications and in the
coming years will be mainly about the transition from DLA to Personal
Independence Payments but over the last two years has been dominated by the need to support
people affected by ESA changes. In addition to benefits advice the project helps with ensuring
the client can access services, have housing which meets their specific needs, works with
employers where employments rights around their illness are being challenged and negotiations
with care providers. The project is supported by a steering group of health professionals and
service users. The Lottery has agreed to fund this project until June 2017.
Working Carers Project
Following a very successful 6 month pilot in 2011-12, Helen Davis
continued to deliver the Working Carers project with funding from Devon
County Council throughout 2013-14.
The project, which is co-ordinated by Devon Welfare Right Unit (DWRU), provides a welfare
benefits advice service to Carers of working age (18 - 60) in Teignbridge, North Devon and
Exeter.
The service offers an initial benefits entitlement check by telephone. In most cases Helen then
sees the client in their own home to assist with the completion of claim forms and appeals. In the
first six months of the project we helped 75 clients with 275 enquiry issues, 96% of which related
to benefits.
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Projects
Quids for Special Kids
Teignbridge CAB is one of the partners delivering Quids for Special Kids in
Devon. Funded by Devon County Council and co-ordinated by Devon
Welfare Rights Unit (DWRU), this project has helped thousands of families
since it started in 2005 and has boosted incomes by many millions of pounds.
Quids for Special Kids is a service available for all families living in Devon with a child with
special needs, a long term illness or disability. The project can also help young people aged 16
to 21 directly. Quids for Special Kids can support parents by giving them a full, confidential and
independent benefit check to help maximise their incomes.
Caseworkers visit clients in their own homes and help them by assessing their entitlement to
benefits. They take an holistic view of the family’s needs and can make appropriate in-house
referrals or signpost to other agencies. Many families do not realise that they are entitled to
benefits with over 50% of people accessing the service under-claiming; yet the additional income
for families can mean the difference between families coping and sticking together and the
breakdown of the family relationship and the home.
Fairer Charging
Suzanne Lunn has been delivering the Fairer Charging Project for
Teignbridge CAB since 2006. Towards the end of the year, the project
moved from a pilot to full implementation of a telephone based service. This
will boost efficiency and ensure more clients have access to the service.
Fairer Charging is a policy which enables local authorities to assess whether someone who is
elderly, or has a disability or long term health condition, should be charged for their care
package. This could be, for example, help with washing and dressing or attending a day centre.
Before local authorities can make a charge for these services they must first assess whether the
client is accessing all the benefits to which they are entitled. Teignbridge CAB is part of a unique
partnership between Devon County Council and Citizens Advice Bureau. The primary role for
CABs within this partnership is assessment of benefit entitlement and referring to the appropriate
authority.
Most clients are elderly, many can be confused and in some cases they are in very poor health.
This can be a very demanding role and takes considerable sensitivity when dealing with a family
member or carer of a person who is terminally ill.
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Projects
Housing Options for Older People (HOOP)
It was very disappointing that at the end of a 15 month project
Teignbridge Council, for financial reasons, had to end the funding for
this project. The HOOP project began on 1st December 2012 with
the aim of helping people aged 50+ who need help with staying in their own home or who feel
that their home is no longer right for them. The project helped with a wide range of enquiries
including: assessing entitlement to benefits, debts or general money worries eg about how to pay
fuel bills. The project also helped with home improvement advice, adaptions and social activities
for those facing increased isolation.
The project helped 485 clients. The number of contacts with clients or third party agencies was
over 2,000 and the number of enquiry issues was 932. 57% of all enquiries were housing related
and 31% benefits with the remainder covering a wide range of social welfare issues. As a result
of the work completed by the project, client incomes increased by £187,385.
Healthwatch Devon
April 2013 saw the launch of Healthwatch Devon, the new
independent consumer watchdog for health and social care
services. It has been introduced as part of national changes to the
UK’s health and social care system. In Devon each bureau has a Healthwatch Champion and
we are really pleased that Teignbridge CAB is hosting one of these posts one day per week.
Energy People Trust
Teignbridge CAB has been working with Children’s Centres in
Teignbridge for a number of years. In 2012-13 the bureau was
able to bid for a number of small grants to deliver financial
capability work to families. Some of this provision was linked to parents who had engaged with
the Children’s Centres.
Through the delivery of financial capability work it soon became clear that whilst this was
important in terms of the longer term objectives of supporting families, there were immediate
issues around debt and the uptake of benefits which needed to be addressed. Action for
Children responded by funding a debt worker two days per week during 2013-14.
The combination of evidence from the financial capability work, previous contracts with
Barnardos and the initial debt work with clients, enabled the bureau to successfully bid for 21
months funding from the Energy People Trust. During the first 6 months of the project we helped
85 families with 290 enquiries which lead to increased incomes of over £100,000.
The project works with clients on a one to one basis but also provides regular workshops for
parents on a range of subjects including, energy efficiency, financial capability, budgeting and
maximising incomes. The project will run until March 2015.
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New premises transform CAB
Regular readers of our annual report and accounts
will know that it has been a long term ambition to
move the organisation to “fit for purpose” premises.
You will also know that achieving this ambition faced
two major barriers, suitable premises were usually
too expensive and those that were not were generally
no better than our long established offices in Bank
Street.
It appeared for a long time that the same was going
to be true for the old gym on Market Walk. However, after nearly a year’s negotiating with the
landlord we finally agreed a price which we could afford and the trustees took the decision to
invest considerable reserves to convert the run down, empty shell into a state of the art advice
centre. We could not have achieved the final result without considerable community support and
we would like to thank the following for their help:
Cllr Anne Lonsdale - £250 towards general cost of project
Newton Abbot Rotary Club - £1,100 for replacement ceiling
Michelmore Solicitors - Pro bono legal work on the lease
Cllr Gordon Hook - £3,000 towards general cost of project
Cllr Eve Barisic - £1,000 towards public access computers
Suzanne Lunn - £600 sponsored walk towards general cost of project
Cllr Sylvia Russell - £250 towards general cost of project
Cllr James McMurray - £250 towards general cost of project
Cllr Colin Parker - £250 towards general cost of project
South West Water - £250 for staff kitchen and rest room
Cllr Anne Fry - £250 towards general cost of project
Cllr Jackie Browdie - £500 towards general cost of project
Cllr Kelvyn Shantry - £250 towards general cost of project
Cllr Walker - £250 towards general cost of project
Trago Mills - 15% off the cost of carpets
David Penwill - Building Design
Climatic Engineering - Discount on heating and ventilation
Glen Ireland - Reduction on cost of laying carpets
The move also enabled the bureau to share accommodation with Teignbridge CVS. This has
been a major improvement for both organisations and bringing the volunteer bureau into the town
centre has given a boost to the wider voluntary sector in the district.
In addition, the new premises have already provided a location for other events including a
housing event, multi-agency volunteer recruitment session and an Energy Best Deal event. In
the coming year we hope to expand the use of the building with better use of the space at
evenings and weekends.
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